Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 15, 2021

Wednesday, 15 December 2021, 0:47 AM

The US was Under Martial Law with DC a Ghost Town Housing Military Tribunals

https://dlive.tv/p/philgodlewski+A0kAuC2ng
Government Shutdown:

This is it! Get ready for blackout. #117

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/14/debt-ceiling-democrats-to-vote-to-avoid-default-on-us-debt.html

“Understand today & most likely tonight’s process could be on the Resident’s desk tonight. This is what this whole entire operation has been about: Chapter 11 Bankruptcy of the 3 Pillars 1871 Act Of England Reversal. Democrats will move to raise the debt ceiling hours before deadline.” …Whiplash347

CYBER PLANDEMIC ATTACK

This is the Zero Day Cyber Attack that will shutdown the world. It is all planned for the Global Reset. JAVA log4j software got hacked and will hijack billions of devices worldwide. This is massive! Welcome to the Cyber Plandemic. We’re moving to Web 3.0 on Blockchain soon.

https://youtu.be/5-GkpxbZ9Zw

“Battle Hymn of the Republic” w/ the Mormon Tabernacle Choir LIVE from West Point | West Point Band – YouTube

Judy Note: What’s Happening? “Global Military Ops, arrests, flights to Gitmo, executions, you name it, as well as ongoing rescue of children that were still being held captive.” …Juan O Savin on Sun. 12 Dec. New Juan O Savin Big Christmas Update! National Emergency Warning December 12th | Prophecy | Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com)

A. What We Think We Know as of Tues. 14 Dec:

- Since Nov. 3 2020 the US has been functioning under Martial Law, with the Pentagon recognizing Donald Trump as their Commander-in-Chief, he having been duly elected by an over 80% vote as per official Watermarked Ballots counted by the Military on Nov. 3 2020.
- Intel suggested Deep State given Ultimatum: Intel Suggesting the Deep State Was Given Its Two Week Notice! – On The Fringe Must Video | Opinion – Conservative | Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com) There is some pretty solid Intel suggesting the Deep State was given an ultimatum. We understand they chose to not be a part of humanity and the path forward so they will likely be disappearing from the world within a couple weeks. Of course, we will believe it when we see it, but the desperation is becoming very obvious to any of us paying attention. Things should be getting exciting very soon.
- Dr. Peter McCullough said on Joe Rogan’s podcast, 85% of deaths attributed to Covid-19 could have been prevented with early treatments.
- Since last weekend Redemption Center Personnel have been working at their desks and were told that they would continue to work full time until Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) finished our redemption/ exchanges.
- The US Debt Ceiling has to be raised by Wed. Dec. 15th or US Inc. would default on their obligations.
- The US Military was completely withdrawn out of Iraq as of Mon. 13 Dec. so that Iraq could announce their sovereignty.
• **Bonds that back the reset** have been moving in Zurich and some in Tier 3 have been paid partial amounts.

• **Since last Wed. 8 Dec.** Tier 4A Whales have been flying to appointments.

• We’ve been told the back wall for the reset was the **15th**, but even if not, then by Christmas.

• **This Christmas the St. Germain Trust** would open to release funds for humanitarian purposes.

• **The Chinese Elders** have control over 90% of the world’s gold and lend it out to various countries to establish their financial systems. The Cabal’s contract on the gold was up years ago. Every 100 years or so there was a changeover in the world reserve currency. The Cabal has been fighting to do a Great Reset instead of the Global Currency Reset.

• **This last weekend** the Chinese Elders held a big meeting in Reno, where they ordered this done as soon as possible. This has been delayed because it is such a complex all-encompassing. They were going back into everyone’s bank records to see what fraud has been committed and what people were owed.

• **We were in the process of having free Tesla Energy across the globe.** Facilities to handle that were under construction.

• **The Starlink Satellite system** that housed the Quantum Internet for all nations across the globe was up and running and about to be activated for the Quantum Financial System’s Global Currency Reset.

• In 2013 the Federal Reserve and U S Treasury put out a gold/backed transitional $100 dollar bill.

• **Kentucky Tornado Update:** “I assure you that the footage of the Mayfield, KY tornado shown on NBC with Lester Holt and Kate Snow, and with CBS Nora Roberts is actual footage from Mayfield. There are multiple disaster relief entities in town and the cleanup progress is being made at a phenomenal pace. But, at the end of the day, homes are still in shambles, new and old businesses are decimated and these people have nowhere to live or work. The disaster relief people are feeding everyone in several locations and porta-potties are stationed randomly so people have an option more user friendly than trying to make it through rubble to the set places of refuge outside the most damaged area. God is with our town and we will be ok.” …Daniel and Roberta

• “The devastation in Kentucky is heartbreaking. Prayers to everyone affected by the tornadoes and thank you to those who are assisting in the recovery efforts”. …Melania Trump

**B. Strange Happenings in Washington DC:**

• **Washington DC** has been boarded up like a Ghost Town since before Biden’s fake inauguration in Jan. 2021. Armed guards on every street. Eight foot high barbed wire fences. Businesses closed. Caravans going in and out in the middle of the night. No one on the streets during the day.

• **The White House** has been lit up in purple and gold: Gold indicated the gold/ backed Global Currency Reset. Purple indicated that all branches of the military are supported. All the service colors are represented including Air Force blue, Army green, Navy blue, Marine red, and Coast Guard blue which were said to combine for the mutual benefit of all into the color purple. [https://militarybenefits.info/purple-up-day/](https://militarybenefits.info/purple-up-day/) [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Purple](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Purple)
• Military Tribunals in Washington DC Update: https://dlive.tv/p/philgodlewski+A0kAuC2ng
• Fighters, East Coast 5:00, 6,500 flights to GITMO, monkeywerx: https://youtu.be/Qt7Pn9ZOX0
• https://rumble.com/vqj7wi-the-takeover-december-9th-2021.html
• https://t.me/RealDonaldoTrumpo/5801
• https://t.me/GhostEzra/8205


• Patel Patriot- Trump’s Shadow Government-Devolution. Patel takes us through a step by step process of the Executive Orders Trump issued for continuity of government and the safeties that are in place for this current war for America. https://www.bitchute.com/video/fdBpnENxjCYy/
• Putin and Xi to discuss “aggressive” US rhetoric tomorrow. Putin calls for “immediate” talks with NATO and the US over Russian security.
• Indonesia has lifted a tsunami alert following a magnitude 7.3 undersea earthquake that struck off Flores Island, triggering panic in a region prone to fatal quakes: https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/73-undersea-quake-indonesia-triggers-tsunami-warning-81737408
• Fox News Tucker Carlson: “Julian Assange is being punished for the crime of humiliating the ruling class.”
• TOO LATE For Fox News & Newsmax! They Turned Their Backs On Us – LINDELL https://thetruereporter.com/too-late-for-fox-news-newsmax-they-turned-their-backs-on-us-lindell-watch/
• German Cardinal Warns of “Surveillance State” with “Total Control” https://t.me/rtnews/16697
• European Gas Prices Jump as Supply Crunch Risks Extending to NEXT Winter: https://t.me/rtnews/16696
• Dozens of truck drivers blocked Dublin Port on Monday in protest of growing fuel costs, driver shortages, rising taxes and other operating costs: https://t.me/rtnews/16690
• CZECH-Thousands demonstrated Sunday in Prague to decry the Czech govt’s move to impose mandatory jabs for the elderly and workers. https://t.me/rtnews/16686
• Dr. McCullough was dropping Red Pills on Joe Rogan’s podcast. There’s Proof The Pandemic Was Coordinated, Planned Effort For Mass Vaccination: https://t.me/stewpeters/11100
- USPS Colluding With The FDA To Hold Packages Containing Ivermectin: [https://t.me/stewpeters/11097](https://t.me/stewpeters/11097)
- FOIA Reveals Pfizer Knew Of 158,000+ Adverse Reactions In First Two Months of Vaccine Rollout: [https://t.me/stewpeters/11095](https://t.me/stewpeters/11095)
- U.S. producer price inflation jumps 9.6% year over year in November, much higher than expected and the highest increase on record. [https://t.me/disclosetv/6032](https://t.me/disclosetv/6032)
- Protests in several eastern German cities against Covid restrictions and compulsory vaccinations. In #Magdeburg, people chant “Resistance, resistance.” [https://t.me/disclosetv/6018](https://t.me/disclosetv/6018)
- Germany freedom fighters Marco Buschman (FDP), the German Justice Minister, wants to take action against the messenger service Telegram as it is used to oppose Covid measures. “What is spread on Telegram is disgusting, indecent, and criminal,” claims the new German Justice Minister.
- Ukraine Lashes Out At Germany For Blocking NATO Weapons Supply: [https://t.me/zerohedge/108233](https://t.me/zerohedge/108233)
- WAYNE ROOT: If the Vaccine is So Great, Why are So Many People Dropping Dead? Heart Attacks Skyrocket: [https://t.me/gatewaypunditofficial/8840](https://t.me/gatewaypunditofficial/8840)
- Brazilian City Cuts Hospitalizations and Mortality Rates In Half After Implementing Ivermectin as Prophylaxis for COVID. [https://t.me/gatewaypunditofficial/8832](https://t.me/gatewaypunditofficial/8832)
- Everywhere you look, covid “vaccines” are failing: [http://www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-13-everywhere-covid-vaccines-are-failing.html](http://www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-13-everywhere-covid-vaccines-are-failing.html)
- Hong Kong Forcing UK, US Arrivals Into Quarantine Camps After Single Asymptomatic Omicron Case: [https://t.me/zerohedge/108239](https://t.me/zerohedge/108239)
- New Zealand Approves Orgies Of Up To 25 People As Part Of New COVID Rules: [https://t.me/zerohedge/108230](https://t.me/zerohedge/108230)
- Nikola Tesla Predicts the World of 2026 (from 1926) from Interviews in Colliers/Liberty Magazine: [https://try.magellantv.com/voicesofthepast](https://try.magellantv.com/voicesofthepast)
- Barbados, the newest republic after breaking with the Royal Family, is gearing up for an overhaul of its system for a UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME which guarantees to each citizen in a country a certain quantity of money at determined points. Also reverse tax credit kicks in to add funds to a person’s salary if it does not reach a certain threshold.
Global Financial Crisis:

• “Experts are growing doubtful about the cryptocurrency’s continued success.”

Food, Goods and Fuel Shortages:

• Ireland: Dozens of truck drivers blocked Dublin Port on Monday 13 Dec. in protest of growing fuel costs, driver shortages, rising taxes and other operating costs.

International Child Sex Trafficking:

• SWAMP – Child trafficking of the Satanic Elites: https://rumble.com/vqi4g0-swamp-satanic-elites-child-trafficking.html
• Satanic Hollywood: https://rumble.com/vqhhyk-selling-your-soul-satanic-hollywood-illuminati.html
• Today Tues. 14 Dec. 2021 is the 105th day the Texas abortion ban is saving babies from abortion.
• ‘Pedophile’ CNN producer boasts he “trained” 7yo girls in “sexual subservience” (Reports)
• CNN producer John Griffin trained girls as young as 7 in his home to be sexually subservient via sessions of “spanking” and “c*ck worship”, according to recently unsealed court documents. “There is a natural, wanton whore at the core of ANY female, whether she knows it or not,” Griffin reportedly told an alleged mother of one girl. “One of the big lies of this society is that women are delicate innocent angels, and they are in actuality, naturally, the dirtiest sluts possible, in EVERY metric.” Griffin reportedly persuaded some of the parents to engage in sessions directly and touch their own naked children. He faces at least 10 years in prison was suspended by the network last week.

2020 Election Fraud:

• ARIZONA: Whistleblower Claims 35,000 Votes Were Added To Democrat Totals In Pima County’s 2020 Election: https://twitter.com/nationalfile/status/1470814723084070919?s=28
• Three residents of The Villages – a retirement community in Florida – have been charged with casting more than a single ballot in the 2020 presidential elex, a third-degree felony that could see them each do five years jailtime. (Click Orlando)

CIA Lies:

• Hunting Bin Laden was a complete lie. He was supported by the CIA to fight the Russians in Afghanistan and control Isis on behalf of the CIA.

COVID/Vax Hoax:

• FDA Colluded With USPS To Destroy Ivermectin Packages Sent To Patients Via Mail: https://thetruereporter.com/fda-colluded-with-usps-to-destroy-ivermectin-packages-sent-to-patients-via-mail/
• Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of mRNA technology on why you should not “vaccinate” your child with Covid mRNA “vaccines.” (4 minutes, 34 seconds) https://t.me/cbknews/12184
• Vaccine Side Effects And Risk For Autoimmune Disease! https://thetruereporter.com/vaccine-side-effects-and-risk-for-autoimmune-disease/
• CORONA CONSPIRACY: German Cardinal Warns of “Surveillance State” with “Total Control” German Cardinal and high Vatican Judge Gerhard Müller has warned against an allegedly planned synchronization of people and a surveillance state – claiming in an interview, there were financially strong elite behind the measures against the Corona Pandemic. (German Press Agency – DPA)
• Child Vaccine Mandates Divide Europe: The European Medicines Agency has approved the use of Pfizer-BioNTech’s lower-dose vaccine for use in children age 5-11, however many EU countries are seeing resistance to inoculating kids. In the Netherlands, which has much of its adult population vaccinated, nearly 42% of parents surveyed said they wouldn’t have their children jabbed against Covid. (Reuters) Nearly two-thirds of respondents in Italy backed vaccinations, but that number plummeted to just 40% among parents with kids aged 5-12. Will children be denied basic rights if they aren’t fully vaccinated?
• Dr. McCullough was dropping Red Pills on Joe Rogan’s podcast. There’s Proof The Pandemic Was Coordinated, Planned Effort For Mass Vaccination – Dr. McCullough https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/12/theres-proof-the-pandemic-was-coordinated-planned-effort-for-mass-vaccination-dr-mccullough-video/
• FOIA Reveals Pfizer Knew Of 158,000+ Adverse Reactions In First Two Months of Vaccine Rollout: https://www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2021/12/foia-reveals-pfizer-knew-of-158000-adverse-reactions-in-first-two-months-of-vaccine-rollout/
• Germany’s health minister plans to end testing requirements for those with “booster” injections because of the “latest scientific data.” Health minister Lauterbach adds: “Ending testing requirements will also make the booster [injection] more attractive.” https://twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1470755078449639429
• US pilot deaths increase by 1,750% after Covid Vaccine rollout. Previously healthy U.S. airline pilots are passing away at an unprecedented rate. Pilots are required to be in tip-top physical condition, but in 2021, the entire airline industry conspired against the pilot’s individual health and threatened them with termination if they did not partake in the covid-19 vaccine experiment. As a result, over one hundred young pilots have mysteriously passed away in 2021, as countless other pilots suffer silently from adverse events and depleted immune systems. A total of one hundred eleven pilots died in the first eight months of this year! This is a 1,750% increase from 2020, when the world was supposed to be in the middle of a pandemic. A list of the deceased individuals was published in the Air Line Pilot Association magazine. In comparison, there were 6 airline pilot deaths in 2020, and only one death in 2019.
• Sen. Rand Paul Tells Dan Bongino What The COVID Restrictions Are Actually About: “These people will not be happy until they receive your newborn, they really want your newborn to be vaccinated before he leaves the hospital.” https://resistthemainstream.org/watch-sen-rand-paul-tells-dan-bongino-what-the-covid-restrictions-are-actually-about/
• **California** will re-impose the public settings mandate for all residents, regardless of vaccination status, starting **Wednesday until Jan. 15**. It will also recommend that travelers returning to California get tested three to five days after arrival.

• **Italians** are staging protests in shopping malls and Christmas markets with a message against the use of vaccination passports.

• **The cordon in Austria** is “over”, but the unvaccinated are forbidden to leave the premises without urgent need.

• **New York**: Covid-propaganda in the New York subway.

**D. Shocking Investigation into US** Lawmakers Reveals Hypocrisy & Personal Finance Shame. A five-month long Insider investigation has reviewed thousands of financial-disclosure reports for every sitting lawmaker in Congress. Here are some of the key findings from ‘Conflicted Congress’ broken down:

- 48 Congress members & 182 congressional staffers violated federal conflicts-of-interest law
- 75 federal lawmakers held stocks in Moderna, Johnson & Johnson or Pfizer in the early weeks of the pandemic
- 15 lawmakers responsible for US defense policy actively invested in military contractors
- Some “environmentally-minded” Democrats are heavily invested in the fossil fuel industry
- Members who run down the media, were revealed to pour money into at least one of the US’ largest news media or social media companies

**E. GESARA, Whiplash347:**

GESARA has been signed off by all countries at The Hague (International Court of Justice) 2019 & 2020 POTUS would be giving you numbers like border wall & other numbers telling you how many countries had signed off. Now they just have to play out a fake WW3 scenario to ring sirens in every National Military Command Center. This is to justify to the Whole Entire Planet many things that have been taking place already. The fact that Gesara Military Law has been in place. The Secret Military Tribunals, Confessions etc. The executions the lot. And like all militaries normally do they will help build new things. Remember POTUS saying all hospital equipment will be obsolete by the end of the year? No more Chemo, Radiation etc. Med beds, UV Light Therapies etc. Hospitals & Schools will be ripped apart. No need for medical research when you have 6000 cures handed to you, that Tesla had.

**Remember POTUS saying all hospital equipment will be obsolete** by the end of the year? No more Chemo, Radiation etc. Med beds, UV Light Therapies etc. Hospitals & Schools will be ripped apart. No need for medical research when you have 6000 cures handed to you, that Tesla had. This is why all private intelligence companies are being removed from existence. ie Mossad/CIA & 5Eyes. Only intelligence staying is military. RE-READ the FIVEYES Drops. This is why we are moving away from Oil, Gas & Fuel to Tesla Wireless Technology. This is going to be dramatic. And the bombing of Nuclear Reactors. Already done. Except 3GD Rods of God cause Earthquakes. Rods of God are Undetectable Tesla Tungsten Kinetic Weapons from the Sky designed for blowing Tunnels & Nuke Reactors. Hitting with the force of a Nuclear Weapon without the fallout.

**F. Must Watch Videos:**

Underground Wars and Illuminati: https://rumble.com/ve6ssr-underground-wars-reptilians-and-illuminati.html This Gene Decode is an overview of the DUMBS wars currently being waged underground as well as images, maps and history.

Boots On The Ground Richard Potcner Talks Whitehouse Military Tribunal With Charlie Ward

G. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. Colin Ross – Robert David Steele

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic Worshippers. Perpetrators worshipping Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.”

H. Satanic Holidays:

Help Save the Children: Dec. 22 Feast Day Winter Solstice and Dec. 24 High Grand Climax Da Meur Demon Revels were the next major Satanic Holidays. They were celebrated with sexual orgies and blood sacrifice of male and/or female victims of any age, though Dec. 24 was always an additional torture and sacrifice of a male baby and his mother in a Nativity Scene.

I. Save the Children Resources:

Please help children and teens forced into this mind bending worship of Satan by reporting to legal entities any Satanic activities you observed, especially around your neighborhood. Since Satanists were known to infiltrate police departments, cover your tracks by also contacting U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form and the Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/

Called To Rescue

A non-profit which rescues children who have been abused or trafficked

855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/

You Can Anonymously Report Trafficked and Abused Children

If you wished to join the effort in saving children from international sex trafficking, contact Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad and/or the non-profit organization, Saving
If you have been affected by sexual abuse or violence, for help and support contact: US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453. UK: BBC Action Line

Europe:

USNCMEC Urgent victim help  24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678


Europol tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000  https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime


Global:

Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:  https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers

Human Trafficking Help and Resources:  https://trafficking.help/us/

J. The Global Currency Reset and NESARA/GESARA was all about the Children

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world. The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking Ring run by these global elites. Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who were right now being rescued from Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 mark:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs

Judy Note:  I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was rampant in our international society.

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments.

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the exchange process for 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking those 90 days to get my humanitarian project organized and going.
This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can’t tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy

Updates for the Week Prior:

- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 14, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 13, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 13, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 12, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 12, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 11, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 11, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 10, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 10, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 9, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 9, 2021
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 8, 2021
- Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 8, 2021
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